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Bombs Juggle - Free Version of Gaming Title for iOS
Published on 06/27/12
Husam Abu Sarris has released Bombs Juggle (FREE) 1.0, the free version of his new gaming
title for iOS. Players have to juggle a pre-chosen number of bombs without dropping any of
them on the screen's floor for as long as they can. The more the bombs a player juggles,
the faster the score will increment by the second. The free version offers the same exact
concept of juggling bombs as in the paid version, except that it will show advertisements,
and will contain a link to the paid version.
Amman, Jordan - Husam Abu Sarris has released Bombs Juggle (FREE) 1.0, the free version of
his new gaming title for iOS. After all the success and the feedback received by gamers on
the paid version of Bombs Juggle, the developer, Husam Abu Sarris, decided to add a free
version of the game. Bombs Juggle (FREE) offers the same exact concept of juggling bombs
as in the paid version, except that it will show advertisements, and will contain a link
to the paid version.
The free version also enables players to share their score on Facebook (available in the
paid version too). "We want Bombs Juggle to be a must for all mobile gamers" says Husam
Abu Sarris the author of Bombs Juggle. "We want everybody to download and play Bombs
Juggle."
The "teasing", new concept of Bombs Juggle as a game is what is giving it its popularity.
Gamers are intrigued by the way the game is played, and how it sometimes gets on their
nerves. That's why Husam released a video on Youtube showing a demo of how the game is
played, with a promise of more videos to come.
He also launched a Facebook fan page to make sharing news even easier. "We're receiving a
lot of positive feedback about Bombs Juggle, and a lot of hype is created! The free
version is expected to add some more" said Husam Abu Sarris.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 3.1 or later
* 3.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Bombs Juggle (FREE) 1.0 is available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
Husam Abu Sarris:
http://www.husamsarris.com/
Bombs Juggle (FREE) 1.0:
http://www.husamsarris.com/p/my-apps.html
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/bombs-juggle-free/id531190284

Screenshot:
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/vAHHfKsMGnpSYOZ1mi-B1dMTjNZETYmyPJy0liipFm0?feat=d

App Icon:
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/HQKKirM2vdFJRBQD4H3NgdLUIJuGgTxQbBQGPP3Mg3g?fea
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Located in Amman, Jordan, Husam Abu Sarris is a Webpreneur, blogger, and new Indie
Developer for mobile games. Recently, Husam left his day job as an Instrumentation
Engineer to carry out his entrepreneurship plans. Copyright (C) 2012 Husam Abu Sarris. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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